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This song wasn’t written for Alton Sterling,
but now it is unfortunately about him.


Rest in power to those that have died at the hands of 
corruption, cruelty, and injustice.







Executive Producers: Michael Gregoire & The Impossebulls


Produced, Mixed and Arranged by C-Doc for DefBeat Posse Productions, ID!A


Co-Produced by Marcus J for A Ball, A Rim & A Mic Productions


Assisted by Davy J


1 Bad Cop (7inch Mixx) 2:35


(L. Parker, DC Snyder, M. Ankeney)


Vocals by C-Doc, Marcus J


Cuts by C-Doc


Props to KRS-One


C-Doc: Bad Cop


Stop shooting The People they all gonna drop


Like murder for hire you’re paid for the lot


All of this bullshit- it’s got to stop


Bad cop...


Here’s what Baltimore and Ferguson have in common- they


Both have Bad cops and Brothers that have fallen


Unnecessary murder by the boys in blue- when you


Rollin through who protects us from you?







Judge and jury and straight to execution- no


Testimony from the witness to the persecution


Never ask first put em down in a hurry... Cause


Bad cops skate from an all white jury...


Even little kids aren’t safe and sound...


Bad cops killing kids on the playground...


...And when we try to speak up they want us quiet- we


Try to protest and Bad cops start a riot


...Black skin’s like a sin in this game... How we


Always forget that we all bleed the same? Better


Put some more red on the American flag


Bad cop pullin guns like a douchebag!


Marcus J: They get the bad cop, he run the drug spot


He takes the handouts he takes the payoffs


He killing all the people on an east coast block


Killing all the people on a mid-west block


Bad police don’t give a care about us


Serve and protect and betray our trust


Unjust murder when the gun go pop







Anyway you put it it’s got to stop


Bad cop, bad cop, bad cop, bad cop……


2 Bad Cop (Instrumental) 2:37







The Impossebulls online:
http://www.blocsonic.com/artist/the-impossebulls


http://impossebulls.blogspot.com


https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Impossebulls/115179801861606
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Black Lives Matter!!
- Mike Gregoire, blocSonic.com
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